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A model for communication of sensory quality in the seafood processing chain
Sensory quality has a key influence of consumer perception of a product. It is therefore of great importance for the processing industry that the sensory quality fulfils the expectations of the consumer. Sensory evaluations are the ultimate tool to measure and communicate sensory quality, but it is generally not fully implemented in the chain from catch to consumer. The importance of communicating sensory demands and results from evaluations in the seafood processing chain is described and a Seafood Sensory Quality Model (SSQM) is suggested as a communication tool.
A study of traceability and quality assurance in fish supply chains
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Sensory and quality properties of fresh, frozen and packaged fish
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Chemical processes responsible for quality deterioration in fish
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Cod and rainbow trout as freeze-chilled meal elements
Meal elements are elements of a meal, e.g. portions of pre-fried meat, sauces, frozen fish or pre-processed vegetables typically prepared industrially. The meal elements are distributed to professional satellite kitchens, where the staff can combine them into complete meals. Freeze-chilling is a process consisting of freezing and frozen storage followed by thawing and chilled storage. Combining the two would enable the manufacturer to produce large quantities of frozen meal elements to be released into the chill chain according to demand. We have studied the influence of freeze-chilling on the quality attributes of cod and rainbow trout portions. Sensory profiling and chemical analyses were used to determine the changes in quality after slow thawing and subsequent chill storage and to find the high-quality shelf life. RESULTS: Cod had a consistent and high sensory quality during the first 6 days of chilled storage, and the corresponding time for rainbow trout was 10 days. After this period the sensory quality decreased and chemical indicators of spoilage were seen to increase. CONCLUSION: The consistent quality during storage and the high-quality shelf life are practically applicable and cod and rainbow trout seem potential candidates for freeze-chilled meal elements. (C) 2009 Society of Chemical Industry
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Sensory quality of seafood – in the chain from catch to consumption
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The fish industry - toward supply chain modelling

Mathematical models for simulating and optimizing aspects of supply chains such as distribution, planning, and optimal handling of raw materials are widely used. However, modeling based on a holistic chain view including several or all supply chain agents is less studied, and food-related aspects such as quality and shelf-life issues enforce additional requirements onto the chains. In this article, we consider the supply chain structure of the fish industry. We discuss and illustrate the potential of using mathematical models to identify quality and value-adding activities. The article provides a first step toward innovative supply chain modeling aimed to identify benefits for all agents along chains in the fish industry.
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Freeze-chilling af fisk til brug som måltidselementer
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On the track of fish in three distribution networks
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Quality effect of freeze-chilling in cod and rainbow trout

'Meal elements' is the name of a concept in which elements of a meal, e.g. portions of pre-fried meat, sauces, fish or pre-processed vegetables are prepared industrially. The meal elements are distributed to professional satellite kitchens for instance in hospitals and canteens, where the kitchen staff combines the different meal components to a complete meal.

Freeze-chilling is a process consisting of freezing and frozen storage followed by thawing and chilled storage and could be an ideal technique to combine with the concept of meal elements. Freeze-chilling would enable manufacturers to produce large quantities of frozen meal elements to be released into the chill chain according to market demands. This procedure would allow the products to thaw during transport, and by arrival the thawed meal elements would be ready for use or chill storage.

We have studied the influence of freeze-chilling on the quality of raw fish portions as an example of a meal element. The thawing of frozen products during transport was mimicked by placing cardboard boxes with frozen, vacuum packaged portions of fish in a chilling facility and allowing them to thaw slowly. To mimic possible subsequent chill storage at the satellite kitchens the quality was also followed during a storage period. The quality changes were evaluated on the basis of the results from descriptive sensory analysis and analysis of different chemical parameters. The high quality shelf life was determined from these results. As the quality changes are known to differ among fish species, the present study included the popular species cod (Gadus Morhua) and rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus Mykiss).

Principal component analysis of the sensory results clearly showed that after frozen storage at -30 °C for 1 month and subsequent chill storage at +2 °C, trout had a shelf life of approximately 10 days as a high quality product which was perceived indistinctly from the freshly thawed samples by the sensory panel. The corresponding high quality shelf life for cod was 6 days.

In conclusion, the consistent quality during storage and the high quality shelf life is practically applicable and cod and rainbow trout seem potential candidates for freeze-chilled meal elements.
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The Danish fishing industry - towards supply chain modelling
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The quality of cold smoked salmon: Influence of raw material and technological parameters

The objective of this Ph. D. thesis was to study the liquid holding capacity/liquid loss of raw and smoked salmonids as affected by raw material and chill storage of the cold smoked product. The liquid holding capacity is an important quality parameter for cold smoked salmon. This study has shown that the liquid holding capacity in raw and cold smoked salmon is influenced by several factors. The size of the fish affected the liquid holding capacity as large fish had lower liquid holding capacity than smaller fish. The salt content influenced the liquid holding capacity in smoked fish as it was found that high salt content gave higher liquid holding capacity. The salt uptake of the fillets was affected by the lipid content as a high lipid content lead to a lower salt content. It was also found that the lipid content increased with the size of the fish.
The lipid content affected the liquid holding capacity in raw salmon, as high lipid content gave lower liquid holding capacity. Thus, the lipid content is an important parameter regarding the liquid holding capacity as it can influence the liquid holding capacity directly or indirectly by affecting other factors e.g. the salt content which influences the liquid holding capacity. During the chill storage period of smoked salmon, the liquid holding capacity decreased. It was found that the large smoked salmon lost more liquid than the small smoked salmon did during chill storage. At the same time the lipid fraction of the liquid loss increased while the water fraction remained at a constant level. The decrease in the liquid holding capacity during chill storage of the smoked product was related to changes in the water distribution. Three water pools were found in raw and smoked salmon samples. An exchange of water from pool II to pool I was seen during chill storage of smoked salmon. The microstructure of the fish muscle was affected by the smoking process and the subsequent chill storage. An indication of lipid droplets being released was observed during the chill storage period, which could indicate denaturation of the collagen structure in the muscle. Several methods for measuring the liquid holding capacity in fatty fish have been used. A comparison of two of the methods, a centrifugation method and a liquid leakage test, was made. The investigation showed that the two methods measure different parameters, and that the two methods cannot substitute each other and the methods may have different applications. Both methods are highly dependent on experimental conditions. It is recommended that both types of methods are used in order to get a detailed picture as possible of the liquid holding capacity. NMR relaxation curves were used to investigate the relation between the centrifugation method and the liquid leakage test. A high correlation was found between NMR relaxation curves and the liquid holding capacity measured by the centrifugation method for both rainbow trout and salmon. Thus, the low-field NMR technique has potential as a fast and non-destructive method to measure liquid holding capacity in fatty fish. In conclusion, this study has shown that raw material and chill storage of the smoked product affected the liquid holding capacity. Thus, the producers of cold smoked salmon should be aware of this and should have a careful control of the raw material especially regarding the lipid content.
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Changes in liquid-holding capacity, water distribution and microstructure during chill storage of smoked salmon
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Water distribution in smoked salmon
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Sensory profiles of the most common salmon products on the Danish market
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Lipid content in herring (Clupea harengus L.) - influence of biological factors and comparison of different methods of analyses: solvent extraction, Fatmeter, NIR and NMR
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Liquid holding capacity and instrumental and sensory texture properties of herring (Clupea harengus L.) related to biological and chemical parameters
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Sensory properties of marinated herring (Clupea harengus) processed from raw material from commercial landings

Sensory properties of marinated herring processed from raw material from Danish commercial catches were described and related to fishing season and biological, chemical and functional properties. Herring was caught on five cruises and stored on board in tanks or ice. The sensory profile of marinated herring from the North Sea was influenced by season, and changes coincided with the cycle of feeding and spawning. During the spawning period the texture was soft and the muscle more susceptible to lipid oxidation. The texture became firmer and the fatty mouth feel stronger during the feeding period, and the odour and flavour characteristics less rancid. These effects were explained by the chemical composition and biological parameters. The sensory profile was influenced by herring size and age, but not by sex or gonad maturity; the storage method also had an effect. Herring from the Kattegat stored in ice smelled and tasted more of fresh herring and were juicier than herring from the North Sea stored in tanks. (C) 2004 Society of Chemical Industry
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Water distribution and mobility in herring muscle in relation to lipid content, season, fishing ground and biological parameters
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Sensory properties of marinated herring (Clupea harengus) - influence of fishing ground and season
The sensory properties of marinated herring produced immediately post mortem of raw material from different fishing ground and seasons were described and related to biological, biochemical and functional properties. Subtle variation was encountered in the appearance of whole marinated herring fillets. Fishing ground did not influence the odor, flavor or texture, but there was an apparent effect of season on the sensory profile. The sensory properties were influenced by body weight, but not by age, sex and gonad maturity. The influence of varying lipid content, water content and liquid holding capacity resulted in similar effects showing the high correlation between these properties. The results indicated that variation in sensory quality observed by the industry is not primarily due to the parameters fishing ground and season
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Low-temperature transitions in cod and tuna determined by differential scanning calorimetry

Differential scanning calorimetry measurements have revealed different thermal transitions in cod and tuna samples. Transition temperatures detected at -11°C, -15°C, and -21°C were highly dependent on the annealing temperature. In tuna muscle an additional transition was observed at -72°C. This transition appeared differently than the thermal events observed at higher temperatures, as it spanned a broad temperature interval of 25°C. The transition was comparable to low-temperature glass transitions reported in protein-rich systems. No transition at this low temperature was detected in cod samples. The transitions observed at higher temperatures ( -11°C to -21°C) may possibly stem from a glassy matrix containing muscle proteins. However, the presence of a glass transition at -11°C was in disagreement with the low storage stability at -18°C during practical time scales. It was proposed that freezing of cod could be associated with more than one glass transition. With a glass transition at a temperature lower than -11°C being too small to be detectable with instrument. Yet governing important deterioration processes. In order to optimize frozen storage conditions, the relationship between deterioration processes important for preservation of quality and glass transition temperatures still needs to be established. (C) 2003 Swiss Society of Food Science and Technology. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Physiological characterisation of recombinant Aspergillus nidulans strains with different creA genotypes expressing A-oryzae alpha-amylase

The physiology of three strains of Aspergillus nidulans was examined-a creA deletion strain, a wild type creA genotype and a strain containing extra copies of the creA gene, all producing Aspergillus oryzae alpha-amylase. The strains were cultured in batch and continuous cultivations and the biomass formation and alpha-amylase production was characterised. Overexpression of the creA gene resulted in a lower maximum specific growth rate and a slightly higher repression of the alpha-amylase production during conditions with high glucose concentration. No expression of creA also resulted in a decreased maximum specific growth rate, but also in drastic changes in morphology. Furthermore, the expression of alpha-amylase was completely derepressed and creA thus seems to be the only regulatory protein responsible for glucose repression of alpha-amylase expression. The effect of different carbon sources on the alpha-amylase production in the creA deletion strain was investigated and it was found that starch was the best inducer. The degree of induction by starch increased almost linearly with the concentration of starch in starch/glucose mixtures. High-density batch cultivation was performed with the creA deletion strain and a final titre of 6.0 g l(-1) of alpha-amylase was reached after 162 h of cultivation.
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Reciprocal C-13-labeling: A method for investigating the catabolism of cosubstrates

The principle of reciprocal labeling is to use a uniformly C-13-labeled substrate as the primary carbon source and a naturally labeled cosubstrate. Metabolites derived from a naturally labeled cosubstrate, in this case amino acids, can then be identified by their relatively lower content of C-13, and information on the degradation pathway can be deduced. The technique is based on GC-MS measurements of amino acid labeling patterns, making the technique well suited for investigating the relative importance of amino acid biosynthesis and amino acid uptake from the medium, as the 13C content of the amino acids incorporated into biomass is a direct measure of the amino acid biosyntheses. The technique is illustrated by the investigation of the degradation of phenoxyacetic acid, a medium component that is essential for production of penicillin V by Penicillium chrysogenum. Glucose was used as the uniformly labeled primary carbon source.
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The purpose of the present study was to select key parameters in good manufacturing practice for production of thawed chilled modified atmosphere packed (MAP) cod (Gadus morhua) fillets. The effect of frozen storage temperature (-20 and -30 C), frozen storage period (3, 6, 9 and 12 mo) and chill storage periods up to 21 d at 2 C were evaluated for thawed MAP Barents Sea cod fillets. Sensory, chemical, microbiological and physical quality attributes were evaluated and multivariate data analysis (principal component analysis and partial least- squares regression) applied for identification of key parameters in good manufacturing practice for this product. Frozen storage of up to 12 mo had no significant effect on quality attributes and shelf-life at 2 degreesC was above 14 d irrespective of the time of frozen storage. As compared to a previous study with Baltic Sea, cod drip losses during chill storage was low for thawed MAP Barents Sea cod and this fish raw material seemed the more appropriate for production of thawed chilled MAP products. Frozen storage inactivation of the spoilage bacteria of Photobacterium phosphorum was modest in Barnets Sea cod, possibly due to high trimethylamine oxide (TMAO) and NaCl contents.
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The simultaneous biosynthesis and uptake of amino acids by Lactococcus lactis studied by C-13-labeling experiments

Uniformly C-13 labeled glucose was fed to a lactic acid bacterium growing on a defined medium supplemented with all proteinogenic amino acids except glutamate. Aspartate stemming from the protein pool and from the extracellular medium was enriched with C-13 disclosing a substantial de novo biosynthesis of this amino acid simultaneous to its uptake from the growth medium and a rapid exchange flux of aspartate over the cellular membrane. Phenylalanine, alanine, and threonine were also synthesized de novo in spite of their presence in the growth medium.
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Chilling and freezing of fish and fishery products
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Effects of Technological Parameters and Fishing Ground on Quality Attributes of Thawed, Chilled Cod Fillets Stored in Modified Atmosphere Packaging

Effects were studied of various technological parameters and fishing ground on quality attributes of thawed, chilled cod fillets stored in modified atmosphere packaging. Frozen fillets of Baltic Sea and Barents Sea cod, representing two commercial fishing grounds, were used as raw material. The parameters investigated were: (1) packaging in modified atmosphere during frozen storage, (2) frozen storage period and temperature, (3) fishing ground and chill storage temperature, together with (4) the addition of trimethylamine oxide (TMAO) and sodium chloride (NaCl) to cod fillets before freezing or after freezing and thawing. Application of MAP during frozen storage resulted in a significant increase in the drip loss of thawed, chilled MAP cod fillets but none of the other quality attributes studied were influenced by this treatment. This implies that packaging cod fillets without MAP during frozen storage is more appropriate for manufacturing of thawed chilled MAP cod fillets. During chill storage of thawed MAP Barents Sea fillets previously kept at -30°C for 15 weeks, significant growth of Photobacterium phosphoreum and production of trimethylamine were observed. On the contrary, P. phosphoreum growth and trimethylamine production in thawed and chill-stored MAP Baltic Sea cod fillets were strongly inhibited after as little as 4 weeks of frozen storage at -30°C. Contents of trimethylamine oxide and NaCl were substantially higher in fillets of Barents Sea cod compared to fillets of Baltic Sea cod. Therefore, addition of trimethylamine oxide and NaCl to Baltic Sea cod fillets was evaluated and shown to protect P. phosphoreum against freezing inactivation and this explained the observed differences in growth of the spoilage bacteria and trimethylamine production between thawed and chill stored MAP fillets from the two fishing grounds. Despite modest production of trimethylamine in Baltic Sea fillets, this cod raw material was less suitable for production of thawed AMP products due to high drip losses during chill storage. (C) 2001 Academic Press.
Production of high quality frozen cod (Gadus morhua) fillets and portions on a freezer trawler
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Selection and application of quality indicators to describe quality changes in thawed cod
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Sensory quality criteria for five fish species predicted from Near-Infrared (Nir) reflectance measurement
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Influence of freshness and frozen storage temperature on quality of thawed cod fillets stored in modified atmosphere packaging
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Sensory quality criteria for five fish species

Sensory profiling has been used to develop one sensory vocabulary for five fish species: cod (Gadus morhua), saithe (Pollachius virens), rainbow trout (Salmo gairdneri), herring (Clupea harengus) and flounder (Platichthys flesus). A nine-member trained panel assessed 18 samples with variation in species and storage time (1-9 clays) in ice at OC. An initial list containing 46 descriptive words derived from panel, panel leaders and literature was reduced in two steps to 15 words. The vocabulary development was split up in five "qualitative" and seven "quantitative" sessions with relevant references for odor and taste during the qualitative part. The descriptive words should fulfill these criteria: be relevant to the product, discriminate clearly between samples, be nonredundant and have cognitive clarity to the assessors. Criteria fulfilment was reached by evaluating samples spanning a representative variation and by presenting references, panel discussions and interpreting plots from multivariate data analysis. The developed profile can be used as a sensory wheel for these species, and with minor changes it may be adapted to similar species.
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**The selection and pretreatment of fish**
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Synthesis and degradation of adenosine triphosphate in cod (Gadus morhua) at subzero temperatures

This study has demonstrated that the extraction step is very important when analysing ATP and its degradation products. An important factor is whether the sample is fresh, frozen or thawed when homogenised since thawing of the sample will lead to rapid loss of ATP. During frozen storage it was found that ATP in cod (Gadus morhua) was stable at -40 degrees C in small samples for at least 12 weeks. At -20 degrees C it was found that ATP content increases initially and thereafter falls. It was demonstrated that degradation of ATP in small samples occurs faster at 0 degrees C than at -2 and -5 degrees C. Furthermore, it was found that in whole cod ATP could be synthesised at a significant rate at -7 degrees C.
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Factors affecting the quality of frozen meat and fish
Prediction of chemical, physical and sensory data from process parameters for frozen cod using multivariate analysis

Physical, chemical and sensory quality parameters were determined for 115 cod (Gadus morhua) samples stored under varying frozen storage conditions. Five different process parameters (period of frozen storage, frozen storage temperature, place of catch, season for catching and state of rigor) were varied systematically at two levels. The data obtained were evaluated using the multivariate methods, principal component analysis (PCA) and partial least squares (PLS) regression. The PCA models were used to identify which process parameters were actually most important for the quality of the frozen cod. PLS models that were able to predict the physical, chemical and sensory quality parameters from the process parameters of the frozen raw material were generated. The prediction abilities of the PLS models were good enough to give reasonable results even when the process parameters were characterised by ones and zeroes only. These results illustrate the application of multivariate analysis as an effective strategy for improving the quality of frozen fish products. (C) 1998 Society of Chemical Industry
Thawed cod fillets spoil less rapidly than unfrozen fillets when stored under modified atmosphere at 2°C

The effect of two months of frozen storage at -20 degrees C on the spoilage characteristics and shelf life of thawed and modified atmosphere packed (MAP) cod fillets stored at 2 degrees C was studied. Thawed MAP cod fillets were compared with fresh cod fillets stored in CO2-containing modified atmospheres with and without added oxygen. The shelf life of 11 to 12 days in the fresh MAP cod was extended to more than 20 days in the thawed MAP cod at 2 degrees C. This shelf life extension was most likely due to the inactivation of the spoilage bacterium Photobacterium phosphoreum during frozen storage as reflected both in chemical analyses and sensory evaluation. In contrast to fresh MAP cod fillets no significant production of trimethylamine occurred and almost no amine odor and taste were detected during 20 days of chill storage of thawed MAP cod fillets. The use of frozen fillets as raw material not only provides a more stable product in MAP but also allows much greater flexibility for production and distribution. However, a slightly increased concentration of dimethylamine, a larger drip loss, and detection of weak frozen storage flavor were observed in the thawed MAP cod fillets.
Aqueous solutions of proline and NaCl studied by differential scanning calorimetry at subzero temperatures

The hydration properties of proline are studied by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) in aqueous solutions during freezing to -60 degrees C and subsequent heating to +20 degrees C. The concentration of proline in the freeze concentrated solution was estimated to approximately 50 wt% (w/w) indicating a high water solubility of proline at subzero temperatures. No glass transition was observed within the concentration range 0.9-40.1 wt% (w/w), neither at a low scanning rate of 2.5 degrees C/min nor at a higher scanning rate of 10 degrees C/min. Eutectic crystallization of proline was not observed during freezing or melting which shows that proline has the ability to stay in solution at subzero temperatures. Samples containing proline-NaCl-water were also investigated by DSC and it was shown that the solubility of proline is maintained in aqueous salt solutions at temperatures as low as -60 degrees C. From DSC measurements it was found that the eutectic crystallization of NaCl is prevented by the presence of proline, even when NaCl (initially) is present in molar excess ([NaCl]/[proline] = 2.6). The possible association of these findings with the occurrence of proline accumulation in some plants and insects living under water stress conditions is discussed. (C) 1997 Elsevier Science B.V.
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Quality indicators for frozen fish
An important factor for efficient utilisation of the resources of fish is quality assurance in the chain from catch to consumer. Freezing is an effective method for preserving fat and lean fish. In order to reduce the quality loss during processing, storing and distribution it is necessary to obtain better knowledge of the biochemical shelf life indicators of the different species. It is important to create a system of traceability of the fish through the chain for the benefit of the consumer. On the background of the obtained knowledge in the project the objective is to construct a model for labelling of quality, prediction of shelf life and utilisation and to obtain a better freezing stability. The aim is to give guidelines for the optimum handling of fish prior to freezing, the optimum freezing-, storage- and thawing conditions and to collect data necessary for prediction of a production of thawed fish packed in MAP based on raw material frozen-at-sea. The effect of season, catch handling, cold/chilled storage period and temperature is examined.
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